Abstract-This paper presents a system for user-assisted reverse modeling: from digitized point-cloud to solid models ready to be used in a CAD modeling system. Our approach consists in the following steps: segmentation, fitting, and constructive model discovery. Each of these steps are based on evolutionary algorithms. The obtained objects can then be further edited or parameterized by users and fitted to adapt their shape to different point-clouds.
I. INTRODUCTION
In solid modeling, reverse engineering is the process of reconstruction from a scanned point-cloud of a geometric model ready to be used in a modeling system. In this work, we consider objects modeled in a constructive way by recursively applying geometric operations to primitives. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is an example of such a constructive approach, where primitives correspond to quadrics and the operations include regularized Boolean operations and rigid transformations.
We are considering here evolutionary approaches to discovering a constructive model from a given scanned point-cloud. Our approach is based on the following steps: segmentation of the input point-cloud; fitting of primitives to each cluster; and discovery of a constructive model using these fitted primitives and geometric operations. The obtained constructive object can then be manipulated and edited by a user. A template model can also be extracted by a user with abstract parameters that can be fitted to adapt the shape to different point-clouds. We illustrate these steps with various experiments.
The main contributions of this work are:
• A general pipeline for constructive model recovery from point-clouds;
• Original evolutionary algorithms for construction tree search using fitted primitives and set-theoretic operations;
• Outline of the possible user interactive involvement at the different stages of the process.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Background on implicit surfaces and Function Representation modeling
An implicit surface is a surface defined as the isovalue of a given function: {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 : f (x, y, z) = c}, usually c = 0, see [1] and references therein. The Function Representation (see [2] ) considers solid as the point-set: {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 : f (x, y, z) ≥ 0}. As an example, a ball of radius R is represented by the set: {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 : R 2 −x 2 −y 2 −z 2 ≥ 0} Complex objects can be modeled using numerical techniques or procedurally by applying modeling operations (such as set operations, affine transformation, or non-linear deformations) to simpler primitives. The set operations (or Boolean operations) can be implemented using min/max [3] or R-functions [2] , [4] . Intersection, union, negation and difference can be implemented, for example, with min/max as follows:
S := −f S (3)
where S, S 1 and S 2 are solids and f S , f S1 and f S2 their corresponding functions. This allows for representing a solid with a set-theoretic expression or equivalently by a function. In this work, solids are represented using this model.
B. Reverse engineering
In solid modeling, reverse engineering consists in transforming a digitized object into a computer model suitable for further processing. Surface reconstruction techniques in computer graphics consist generally in computing a triangle mesh approximating the shape, sometimes through the computation of an intermediate implicit surface (see e.g. [5] and references therein). In [6] , the authors used an evolutionary algorithm to recover freeform CAD surfaces. Recent works are putting efforts on intelligent processing of acquired data: detection of symmetry and pattern, fitting of basic primitives, see for example the recent state of the art article [7] (and the references therein). In engineering application, the goal consists in retrieving accurate and consistent models using standard surfaces from common CAD (Computer Aided Design) systems [8] . Some of the problems to be solved are: identifying sharp edges, treatment of blends, providing continuity and smoothness between the patches, and others [9] .
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C. Segmentation
A necessary step in most reverse engineering techniques is the segmentation of the input point-set, i.e. the clustering of the input data. There are various techniques available depending on the domain of application, see, for example, the section 1.1 of [10] for a more comprehensive survey of existing methods. Common techniques used in reverse engineering are also described in [11] (and references therein). After the segmentation step, patches need to be fitted to each cluster. This fitting step can either be done separately from the segmentation step as, for example, in [12] or be done jointly with the segmentation as in [13] . The result of the segmentation and fitting can be improved by considering global relations between fitted primitives as in [14] .
D. Constructive model discovery
Related to the problem of constructive model discovery is the problem of boundary representation to CSG conversion. Approaches to solve this problem are discussed in [15] , [16] . These algorithms may require some additional halfspaces not available from the faces information or from the segmentation. An attempt to recover construction trees from point-cloud is discussed in [17] . The authors use strongly typed genetic programming. Parsimony is used to control the tree size. However, sizes of generated trees remain quite large. Fitting of primitives and construction tree extraction are performed together by genetic programming, making the approach unsuitable for complex objects. In [18] , the authors use a genetic algorithm to evolve a linear tree with Boolean operations in the nodes and given primitives in the leaves. However, for a given list of primitives, some objects can not be represented by a linear tree. In such case, the algorithm has to be iteratively applied reusing the best model obtained so far. In [19] , the authors describe a parallel genetic programming system for recovering simple CSG models. The authors of [20] and [21] combine CSG with genetic programming to reconstruct degraded image. We intend to improve the above approaches to the constructive model recovery and to propose an original solution suitable to wider class of constuctive models.
III. METHOD
A. Overview
The input to our algorithm is a finite 3D point-cloud made of points sampled on the surface of a digitized object. We compute a construction tree model for the object, made of primitives fitted to the point-cloud and connected by modeling operations. In the experiments described in section IV, we use the following operations: union, intersection, complement and difference. Figure 1 illustrates the intermediate steps of our approach. The input point-cloud (left) is first segmented into clusters and primitives from a predefined set are fitted to each cluster (center-left). A constructive expression is then recovered that involves the fitted primitives and connect them by modeling operations (center-right). The expression can be imported in a constructive modeling system and further edited (right).
The main steps in our approach are:
• Point-cloud pre-processing: denoising, sub-sampling, normals computation;
• Segmentation and primitive fitting;
• Construction tree discovery;
• Parameterization and fitting.
B. Pre-processing
The surface normals are used in the fitting and construction tree discovery steps. Sensors used for acquiring pointclouds can usually provide this information. Otherwise, we can estimate the normal at a point x of the input point-cloud by linear least square fitting of the best plane over the knearest neighbors of x (in our experiments we used k = 20). Orientation propagation is done following the algorithm given in [22] . For noisy point-sets, we estimats normals using the approach described by Mitra et al in [23] .
The algorithms described below can handle some noise in the input data without any further pre-processing. However, for objects severely corrupted by noise, it helps applying a denoising algorithm as a pre-processing step. The smoothing algorithms described by Jones et al. in [24] or Fleishman et al. in [25] give sufficiently good results. We can replace the connectivity information needed in these algorithms by k-nearest neighbor queries. Once the point-cloud has been smoothed, the normals are re-estimated using the updated points positions.
C. Segmentation and fitting 1) RANSAC:
The first step of our approach consists in the segmentation of the input point-set. We also need to identify a primitive from a set of candidates, such as plane, sphere, cone or others, and fit its parameters to the points of each of the identified clusters. For this purpose, we can use the approach based on RANSAC [26] described in [13] . Given a finite pointset, the best fitted plane, sphere, cylinder, cone and torus to the point-set are computed using the RANSAC approach. Then the fitted primitive that best describes the data-set is selected and the corresponding points are removed from the point-set. In order to determine which of the fitted primitives best describes the data, the authors of [13] propose to count the number of points from the input point-set S that are near the surface of the fitted primitive. These two steps are then repeated until the number of points left in the point-set is below some given threshold.
2) Evolutionary based segmentation:
An alternative approach for fitting primitives from a list of candidates is described in [10] . For each type of primitive, its parameters maximizing an objective function are computed. The optimization is done in two steps: in the first step the objective function E 1 (p; f,P ) in eq. 5 is maximized for the parameters p. In the second step, the optimal parameters are refined using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [27] , [28] . In [10] , the first step optimization is performed by simulated-annealing. However, using a genetic algorithm gives similar results. The primitive best describing the data is then selected among all fitted primitives at this step and the corresponding points are removed from the point-set. These two steps are repeated until the number of points left in the point-set is below some given threshold. Objective function Given a primitive f and a point-cloud P , the parameters of f are obtained by maximizing:
whereP is a uniform random subsampling of the original point-set P , N is the number of points inP ,
and x i ∈P . This objective function is maximized for the unknown parameters p of the current primitive f . With this objective function, the parameters p are penalized when the zero level-set of the corresponding primitive f (x; p) does not approximate well points in the point-cloud P or when ∇ x f (x; p) does not align with the normal to the surface at each point in P . The term exp(−θ i (p)
2 ) in (5) is used to distinguish between two primitives with "close" zero level-set.
This method has the advantage over RANSAC of allowing for a larger set of possible primitives (such as ellipsoid or super-ellipsoid [29] ). Consider, for example, Fig. 2 . Points were artificially sampled on a surface obtained from two ellipsoids. The image on the left illustrates the segmentation result from the RANSAC based algorithm where each zone (represented by its own color) is identified as a part of a sphere. The right image shows the result of the method described in this section with the two identified ellipsoids.
3) Separating primitives:
Primitives detected on the surface of an object are not always sufficient to describe the object when set operations are used. Sometimes it is necessary to introduce additional primitives that do not appear in the segmentation. These are called separating primitives or separators. The idea of introducing such primitives in order to describe an object by a CSG expression was introduced by Shapiro and Vossler in [15] . To illustrate the idea, consider the example in Fig. 3 . The left part illustrates a simple two-dimensional object, where each boundary patch has a different color. Building a constructive representation of this object, given the boundary patches, is not possible. An additional halfspace is required as illustrated in Fig. 3 , right. The final CSG representation of the solid is given by:
In order to compute separating primitives, we use the following method. First, we iterate through all the primitives Additional primitives may be required to build a constructive representation from a boundary representation. The left object is a boundary representation of a simple two-dimensional solid, where each boundary patch has a different color. The right object contains an additional primitive, which is needed to build a constructive representation of the solid.
identified during the segmentation step. If the current primitive is not a plane, we retrieve the set of points on or near this primitive. We compute the axis aligned bounding box corresponding to this point-set and add all the planes of the bounding box to the list of primitives obtained from the segmentation. If the plane to be added is already present in the list, we discard it. All identified separating primitives are added to the list of fitted primitives for the further steps of the recovery process.
D. Construction tree recovery
Given the input point-cloud and the list of primitives obtained from the previous steps, the goal is to automate the modeling process by providing ways to recover models that can be further edited, or parameterized and used as template models. Two evolutionary techniques are explored: a genetic algorithm, and a more generic approach based on genetic programming. P = {x 1 , . . . , x n } be the input point-cloud and F = {f 1 , . . . , f m } the set of primitives fitted to the segmented point-cloud. Given a finite set of geometric operations {o 1 , . . . , o l }, we are searching for an ordering of the primitives with operations acting on them such that the expression:
1) Genetic algorithm: Let us
is a model for the solid corresponding to the point-cloud P .
In the above expression, j k ∈ {1, . . . , l} (k ∈ {1, . . . , m}) and {i 1 , . . . , i m } is a permutation of {1, . . . , m}. We assume that all fitted primitives obtained from the previous steps are correctly oriented. Then we can restrict the list of operations to: union, intersection, difference, which are all binary operations. It simplifies the approach described below. Points x i in P are on (or near) the surface of the object, so we are searching for f = f i1 o j1 . . . f im minimizing the least-square error:
Following [18] , a genetic algorithm is used for this minimization problem.
An individual of the population represents a possible solution to the problem, in this case, an expression f . Each individual contains m pairs of integers (op k , L k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ m. In contrary to [18] , we represent these m pairs (op k , L k ) by an array of 2m integers. Here, op k is an index in the set of possible operations. L k corresponds to the position of the primitive k in the expression f . The operation corresponding to op k is applied between the primitive k (at the position L k ) and the preceding primitive (at the position L k − 1) in the reconstructed expression. Because there are only m − 1 operations in an expression with m primitives, we always ignore the operation paired with the primitive appearing at the first position. Mutation With a given probability (using a uniform distribution), an individual in the current population is mutated. A mutation point is obtained by sampling from an uniform distribution. There are two cases depending on whether the mutation point falls on an operation index (op k ) or a primitive position (L k ). If it falls on an operation index, then we can simply select a new index at random. Otherwise, one of the primitives position L k is randomly altered. The problem is that we may then have two primitives at the same position: i.e. L i = L j for some i = j. The same type of problem can happen after the crossover operation is applied. One way to resolve it is to sort the pairs op k , L k with a stable sorting algorithm. The position of the primitive k is then given by its position in the sorted array of pairs. Crossover Pairs of individuals are subject to crossover with a given probability. A one-point crossover is used in the experiments. Similarly to the case of the mutation, an individual may contain two primitives at the same position after the crossover operation is applied. We use the same technique as for the mutation operation to resolve this issue.
Selection Individuals to be included in the next population are selected using fitness proportionate selection (roulette wheel). We also always include the best individuals (two in the experiments) from the precedent population.
In [18] , (6) is evaluated from left to right. It corresponds to a left-linear tree structure with operations in the internal nodes and primitives in the leaves. However, not any given object can be represented by a left-linear tree. The best individual is only an approximation of the object in such case. Since any object represented by a construction tree has an equivalent left-heavy tree, it is possible to iteratively re-apply the genetic algorithm re-using the best found individual as an additional primitive. In contrary we use a different approach in this work. Instead of evaluating (6) from left to right, we first evaluate the operations with higher precedence: intersection (∩) and difference (\).
2) Genetic programming:
An alternative approach is to derive the expression (or the construction tree) by genetic programming [30] . An individual in the population corresponds to an expression with fitted primitives as leaves and geometric operations as internal nodes. A common approach is to use "S-expressions" to represent the individuals and use a language that directly manipulates "S-expression" such as Lisp to implement the genetic programming approach. Instead we are directly representing the tree in memory, and evaluate a given expression by tree traversal. It allows us to implement the approach with any programming language. The set of terminals (leaves) consists of all the fitted primitives (including separating primitives) obtained from the segmentation and fitting step. The set of functions (internal nodes) consists of geometric operations applied to the leaves and sub-trees. In our experiments, we used the traditional set-theoretic operations: union, intersection, difference and complement implemented with min/max (see section II-A).
For a given individual c and a finite point-set P , we need to assign a raw score to c. We use the following objective function E:
where: x i are the points from the input point-set P , N is the number of points in the point-set, , with ∇ x f the gradient of the expression corresponding to the individual c, n i the normal vector to the surface at the point x i , and α a user defined parameter, size() the function that counts the number of nodes (internal and leaves) in the tree corresponding to the individual c, and λ a user defined parameter.
The goal is to maximize E 3 (c, P ) by genetic programming. Note the similarity of (7) with (5) used for segmentation in section III-C2. One essential difference is the additional term −λ size(c). This term is used in order to prevent trees to grow unnecessary large. In our experiments, we used λ = log(N ), where N is the size of the point-cloud. Similarly to (5) , this objective function smoothly penalizes expressions that do not pass on or near the points from the input point-set or have a gradient not aligned with the surface normal at each given point. The term exp(−θ is globally correctly oriented. It is also used to guarantee that locally the function behaves like a distance field (and therefore remove some potentially unwanted extra iso-surfaces).
We use standard implementation for the genetic operators: tree-based crossover and one-point mutation. For the mutation, we either alter a given node in the tree or with a given probability (from a uniform distribution) replace a subtree at the given node by a new random individual. We use fitness proportionate selection.
E. Fitting of template models
Once a constructive model has been recovered (even if only partially), it can be further edited or completed and eventually parameterized to be re-used as a template model.
1) Template models:
Given a constructive model, it is possible to identify various parameters, such as the width of a box or the radius of cylinder. These parameters can also be adapted to generate different shapes or to fit some modeling criteria. Template models can exist in specialized libraries for each application domain such as mechanical design, human prosthesis design, or others, and can be reused, or need to be created by a user. In the latter case, a modeling work needs to be done by a designer. An example of a parameterized template model, with different parameter values, is illustrated in Fig.  4 . A template model can be written using its corresponding function as: f (x; p) where x corresponds to an evaluation point in the 3D space and p is the vector of parameters controlling the shape.
2) Fitting: Given a point-cloud S, the parameters p are optimized such that the isovalue {x : f (x; p) = 0} approximates the shape of the point-cloud. The parameters are obtained by optimizing an objective function E 4 defined for a given template model f and a point-cloud P = {x i }. The simplest choice for the objective function is to use the least square error:
. This objective function should be minimized for the vector of parameters p. An alternative choice is to use an objective function similar to what we used in (5) or in (7):
). E 4 is maximized for p, either using simulated annealing [31] or a genetic algorithm [32] with real encoded individuals.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we illustrate with experiments the different steps of our approach. For the genetic algorithm and genetic programming technique, we use large populations (at least 100 individuals). We use a mutation rate high enough to avoid premature convergence to a local optimum (0.3 in these experiments). The crossover rate is set to 0.6. We use a large number of iterations (3000) and let the algorithm run until the end. In practice, one would implement some mechanism for trying to detect convergence (such as convergence to a uniform population or the value of the best individual(s) below/above some threshold). We ensured that repeated applications of the method produced similar results, even if the recovered expressions may be different at each run (the CSG representation for an object is not unique). Figure 5 illustrates an example of point-cloud segmented (left), with primitives (plane, cylinder, sphere) fitted to each subset (in different colors), and the final object (right) obtained by the genetic algorithm approach described in section III-D1. The object's surface is defined as:
A. Experiments with construction tree recovery a) Genetic algorithm:
where f is the expression recovered by the genetic algorithm. This surface is approximated by a triangle mesh using a meshing algorithm (the Marching Cubes algorithm [33] ) and rendered with a typical mesh viewer. The time taken by this approach is a few minutes on a regular desktop computer.
One difficulty with the genetic algorithm approach is to extend it to work with the additional separating primitives computed in section III-C3. A possible solution would be to include a Boolean to each pair (op k , L k ), where the Boolean variable controls whether the primitive k should be accounted for in the final expression or not. It makes the method more complicated to implement. The genetic programming based approach described in section III-D2 seems a more natural approach.
b) Genetic programming:
In addition to the parameters (mutation and crossover rate, population size) given above, trees are initialized at random with a maximum depth of 10 and a probability of 0.7 for an operation to be selected. During the run of the algorithm, we limit the depth of the trees to 20. This was sufficient for the examples used in the experiments, but should be eventually increased for more complex examples (with a higher number of primitives). Figure 6 illustrates the result of applying the genetic programming approach from section III-D2 to a complex CAD shape (a fandisk). The input point-cloud is initially clustered in 23 segments with primitives identified and fitted to each segment. The result of the segmentation is shown in Fig. 6 , left, with each segment in a different color. The best individual found by genetic programming is shown in Fig. 6 , right. In this picture, the zero level-set of the best expression is approximated with a meshing algorithm as previously described. The resulting construction tree with geometric operations (Boolean) in the internal nodes and fitted primitives in the leaves is shown in Fig. 7 . The tree is evaluated by a traversal, with the operations replaced by their equivalent functional form (see section II-A) and the primitives implicitly defined. The evaluation at a given point is used in the objective function (7).
The object shown in Fig. 6 , right image, is the best individual found after 3000 iterations of genetic programming. The raw fitness (7) of the best individual at each iteration is illustrated in the right graph, Fig. 8 . Unless the input shape is relatively simple, the recovered object will be an approximation only. Approximation can occur in the segmentation and fitting stage, or in the genetic programming stage. The pointwise approximation error (using a log-scale) on the fandisk data-set is illustrated in Fig. 8 , left. The point-wise error was obtained by evaluating the discovered expression f at each point of the input point-cloud P . Figure 8 , middle, shows the distribution of the point-wise error.
Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates a more complex shape processed by the proposed approach. The input point-cloud consists in 280K points with normals. The time taken for this approach ranges from a few minutes to a few hours depending on the number of primitives and complexity of the model.
B. User-assisted construction tree recovery
With a fixed number of iterations in the tree recovery step, it is possible to get incomplete objects. The pot shown in Fig.   Fig. 8 . Left: Pointwise error (log scale) of the discovered object by genetic programming. Middle: Error distribution. Right: Raw fitness value of the best individual at each iteration of the genetic programming approach.
10 was incompletely recovered after 3000 iterations of genetic programming, with a part of the handle missing. The model was first edited by the user to remove the existing handle part. Then points from the input point-cloud that were not properly recovered were automatically identified by selecting those with an error above some given threshold. The segmentation, fitting and genetic programming steps were then applied to this residual point-cloud in order to obtain the handle (see Fig.  10 second to right). Finally, the handle was attached to the rest of the object by using the union of the two recovered expressions (using (2)).
In the next experiment, we try to recover a freeform object from the point-cloud shown in Fig. 11 , left. After the steps of segmentation, fitting and construction tree recovery, we obtain the model illustrated in Fig. 11 , middle. In this example, approximation appears at different levels: fitting of primitives and construction tree recovery. While the final result appears to be an interesting approximation and convey the overall shape of the object, one may want to improve this result. In order to obtain the result shown in Fig. 11 , right image, the following additional steps were carried: First, the box approximating the horns was removed from the constructive model. Then, the set of points corresponding to the horns were isolated from the input point-cloud, and used to fit RBF splines [34] . Finally, we computed the union of the horns fitted by splines with the previous constructive model (from which the horns approximation was removed). The result is shown in Fig. 11 , right image.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper our approach for discovering a constructive model from a given scanned point-cloud for an object. Our approach consists in: segmentation of the pointcloud, fitting primitives to it and discovery of a constructive model using an evolutionary approach. Parameters can be extracted by a user from the model and fitted to adapt the shape to different point-clouds. Experiments illustrated results obtained with our actual prototype. Perfect automation of the process is a difficult task and we plan to further incorporate user assistance in the different steps of the approach. 
